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Stem, currently trading under ticker STPK and soon to be STEM, provides
solutions that address the challenges of today’s dynamic energy market.
By combining advanced energy storage solutions with Athena, a world-
class artificial intelligence (AI)-powered analytics platform, Stem enables

customers and partners to optimize energy use by automatically
switching between battery power, onsite generation and grid power.

 
Stem’s solutions help enterprise customers benefit from a clean,

adaptive energy infrastructure and achieve a wide variety of goals,
including expense reduction, resilience, sustainability, environmental

and corporate responsibility and innovation. Stem also offers full
support for solar partners interested in adding storage to standalone,

community or commercial solar projects.
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Stem Inc., currently trading under the ticker STPK and soon to be STEM, is a
smart energy grid and storage company. The firm is very similar to our

investment in Eose Energy (EOSE) that we did very will with but Stem is a
much more established player in the growing clean energy market.

 
Stem’s solutions help enterprise customers benefit from a clean, adaptive

energy infrastructure and achieve a wide variety of goals, including expense
reduction, resilience, and sustainability. 

 
The company is operating one of the largest  energy storage networks with

950+ systems operating and/or contracted with their Athena AI software
(more on this later) and actually commands 75% market share in the BTM

(before-the-meter) California market. Stem has over 360 customers with 30+
being Fortune 500 and is partnered with over 40 utility companies spanning

hundreds of cities and logging over 20M hours of system runtime.
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What makes this industry so unique is that it is anticipated to be one of the
fastest growing markets when we look out 5, 10, and 30 years from now.
BNEF forecasts energy storage solutions and services to represent a $1.2

trillion revenue opportunity on a cumulative basis through 2050. 
 

Based on data provided by Wood Mackenzie, U.S. energy storage capacity,
excluding the residential market, is expected to grow at a compounded

annual growth rate (CAGR) of 48% through 2026 and global energy storage
capacity, excluding the residential market, is expected to grow at a

compounded annual growth rate of 31% through 2030. 
 

Research also shows that the U.S. Energy storage market, excluding the
residential market, is expected to reach a total value of approximately 29.5
GWh in 2026 and the global energy storage market is expected to reach a

total value of approximately 62 GWh in 2026. In addition, front-of-the-meter
applications are expected to grow the fastest (49% CAGR), while behind-the-
meter energy storage will follow closely behind (48% CAGR). Stem helps both

BTM and FTM markets but mainly BTM right now.

Market Statistics

We are in the first innings of this long growth story.
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On-site generation
Any energy generation on your property is considered behind the meter. This includes
home solar panel systems, small wind turbines, and even gas-powered generators. All
of these technologies generate electricity that you can use on the premises.

Energy storage systems on your property are also behind-the-meter systems.
Electricity stored in a home battery, for example, goes directly from the battery to your
home appliances without passing through an electrical meter.

Microgrids are miniature versions of the larger electric grid that works to power a small
number of buildings. Microgrids consist of generation, a transmission system, and
sometimes battery storage. All of these components live behind the meter, as there is
no need to pull electricity from the grid to keep the system energized.

Utility-scale generation
Just about all large generation facilities that feed into the power grid are positioned in
front of the meter. This includes fossil fuel generation like coal and gas, as well as
renewable energy like wind, solar, and geothermal.

Over time, utilities are installing large storage facilities, often paired with renewable
energy generation plants. These storage facilities also sit in front of the meter because
the electricity they dispatch must pass through electric meters at individual properties
before it can be used for power.

Utility-scale electricity needs to get to end consumers via the transmission and
distribution system, which means that this system is also a front-of-meter energy
setup. The poles and wires you see driving along most roads that transport electricity
to your property are part of this transmission and distribution infrastructure and sit in
front of the meter.

BTM Energy systems
1.

  2. On-site energy storage

  3. Microgrids

FTM Energy Systems
1.

   2. Utility-scale energy storage

  3. Transmission and distribution lines
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https://news.energysage.com/small-wind-turbines-overview/
https://news.energysage.com/how-electric-meters-work/
https://www.energysage.com/about-clean-energy/
https://news.energysage.com/utility-scale-battery-storage/


What's driving this growth? The economics behind transitioning to clean
energy are starting to make sense and cost savings are becoming hard to

ignore. Based on market forecasts, lithium-ion battery costs are expected to
decline over the next decade. According to BNEF, the manufacturing cost of

battery packs is expected to decline from $246/kWh in 2020 to below
$120/kWh within the next 10 years, declining within an expected range of 5%
to 10% per annum over the period. This anticipated reduction in the cost of
batteries is expected to create the opportunity to deploy increasingly larger

energy storage systems with improved economics in many global
geographies - a major plus for Stem.

 
Another driver: The post-COVID world is hyper focused on ESG - both from a
corporation branding effort but also from a political and legality standpoint.

The growing number of corporations with ESG initiatives committed to
procure and operate on 100% renewable energy will require increased

energy storage to achieve these goals. 
 

Additionally, policy makers and regulatory agencies are increasingly enabling
and incentivizing the adoption of renewable energy and energy storage. In
the U.S., several states have enacted energy storage mandates or sought to
encourage the adoption of energy storage in utility and grid resource plans.

Recent actions by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) including
Order 841 and Order 2222 direct regional transmission operators and

independent system operators to remove barriers enabling participation of
storage in wholesale electricity markets. Additionally FERC established rules

to help ensure storage resources are compensated for the services they
provide. Similar initiatives targeting distributed energy resources are being
adopted globally and driving the expected increase in demand for energy

storage solutions and services. Put simply, Order 841 and Order 2222 have
been a huge tailwind allowing more companies like Stem to operate in the

energy space.

Catalysts
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Complexity is driving need for
innovative companies and
solutions. The transition to

renewable energy and a
distributed energy

infrastructure has resulted in an
increase in the complexity and

variability of end-customer
electricity demand influenced

by onsite generation and
flexible sources of load. 

 
It has become nearly impossible

to efficiently manage and
operate businesses and the grid

using schedule-based, human
operated systems. Instead, the

utilization of intelligent,
responsive energy storage

throughout the grid is required
to provide the real-time balance

necessary to support more
distributed renewable assets.

 
This is where Stem

differentiates itself from the
pack with their Athena AI

software. 
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Athena

 Stem is one of the leading firms as measured by the capacity of energy storage
capacity commissioned between January 2014 and December 2020. 

 
They currently have contracts to operate approximately 1 GWh of aggregate

system capacity across hundreds of locations in the U.S., Canada, Chile and Japan.
Their Athena AI-powered platform has benefited from this large network by

collecting significant amounts of electricity usage and systems operating data
across their customer base. This data is constantly growing and is used to create
a virtuous cycle of learning and deep insights to better inform the improvement

of their algorithms in predicting economically optimal charge and discharge
intervals of energy storage systems. 

 
Athena utilizes highly localized weather, energy price and market data to

understand the impact on customer electricity usage and formulate optimal
economic strategies for charge and discharge of the energy storage systems.

Athena-operated systems are under real-time control and currently over 700,000
data points per second are streamed into the platform, informing the strategy

developed for each individual asset and site. As of October 2020, Athena’s cloud
infrastructure is performing automated data engineering, supporting their AI
processes that currently model over 24 million scenarios per day, delivering

optimal storage operating strategies for each individual customer site.
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Benefits of Athena

Lower Electric Utility Bills
 Predicts customer electricity usage on a second by second basis dispatching
energy storage at peak times targeting a 10-30% monthly utility bill reduction
for customers like Walmart, Amazon and UPS.

Reduces Carbon Emissions
 Promotes and accelerates the adoption of renewable energy generation as a
viable replacement for fossil fuel generation. By dispatching electricity to
customers through the energy storage network during periods of peak power
demand, they lessen dependence by utilities on conventional generation
thereby improving the resiliency of the grid and reducing carbon emissions.
When installed with solar, Stem's systems optimize charging from clean on-site
solar generation and then dispatch stored solar energy during higher priced
periods.

Mitigates Intermittency
 In addition, energy storage mitigates the intermittency of renewable generation
sources by effectively acting as a reserve in times when wind and solar
generation is unavailable or offline.

Stabilizes the Grid
 Energy storage helps stabilize the grid by reducing peaks, leveling loads,
absorbing renewable generation and controlling voltage, thereby increasing the
resilience and reliability of the grid. The virtual power plants created by their
network of systems are Athena cloud enabled and can be called to
instantaneously supply energy when and where it may be required by grid
operators. Their network of systems delivered over 20,000 dispatches in 2019,
providing critical resource support to utilities and grid operators in many of the
most constrained electricity grid environments across the U.S., Canada and
Japan. As of the latest corporate presentation, this figure now stands at 30,000+
dispatches.
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As of December 31, 2020, Athena has also accumulated over 20 million
runtime hours, which is equivalent to over 2,200 years of operational

experience, across hundreds of sites and customers in several utility territories
across the U.S., Canada, Chile and Japan.

 
Customers sign long-term contracts, typically between 10 and 20 years in

duration, while providing Stem the flexibility to control their energy storage
system to earn market participation revenue, lower their energy costs and

meet their decarbonization goals.
 

Aside from Athena being a major differentiator for Stem to win clients, its also
a huge value add from a profitability standpoint. Selling energy is just the foot

in the door for them. What really drives the massive profitability for Stem is
when Athena's software is deployed over a period of time and starts to

generate a larger portion of revenues leading to higher gross margins and
cash flow. As with all artificial intelligence and machine learning tools, the

more data it collects, the better it gets at forecasts, the more efficiently it runs,
the more it saves clients on their electricity bill, the more sticky the product
gets, the more future clients they can impress, the more the moat builds.
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Where this is a massive market and big opportunity there is also competition.
While conduction research, it is apparent peers are ramping up their execution

and this is what CUBE sees as by far the biggest risk to the investment. Stem
needs to have flawless execution as they are going head to head with some of
the largest brands and companies in the world like that of Tesla and Hyundai. 

 
Below is a screenshot that was compiled by the California Solar and Storage
Association (CALSSA). Stem had a massive lead on competition to end 2019.

Below is a screenshot that was given by Stem in their first presentation when
they announced a merger with STPK in December of 2020. Tesla has virtually

tied Stem by December 2020 and the other 5 peers are brand new - this
highlights how fierce the market is.
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https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=-h-za_VbxonesSgrrbN7vCrrdSbgIR0wKgP2pYc4qluQrCRtrjfnzkCi-pSYYc2yVi50LYKT1hmMOIU-AH8aMZ0o8zKSneLsemvUgtmpaAlLIB3G6z5P-C1bodhvyxxA


Fast forward to March 22nd, just the other week, when Stem presented at the
Simmons Energy conference and we see that the company has already lost the

first place position to Hyundai Electric which wasn't even in the Top 5 in the
2019 report.

While the market is up for grabs, this is something we must continue to
monitor closely. NEC, which is in 4th place now, added 250 MWh since

December when Stem added less than 25-50 MWh in the same time period.
 

CUBE believes much of this underperformance could be due to the little cash
on hand Stem had prior to the merger and is something that is a bit of head

scratcher for us (more in financial slides). Perhaps now with $525M in net cash
when the merger is complete in a few weeks, Stem can turn up the activity and

reclaim the #1 spot.
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The merger leaves Stem with $525M in net cash.
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CUBE'S
TOP PROS

EXPLOSIVE
REVENUE 
GROWTH &
MARKET LEADER

MASSIVE
ADDRESSABLE
MARKET, STRONG
POLITICAL
TAILWINDS

LONG-TERM
CONTRACTS,
GROWING MARGINS
WITH SOFTWARE
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CUBE'S
TOP CONS

COMPETITION
GROWING

RESOURCE
CONSTRAINTS
WITH REGARD TO
BATTERY PACKS

PRE MERGER CONCERNS
SUCH AS LITTLE CASH
ON HAND BEFORE SPAC
& MATERIAL WEAKNESS
OF INTERNAL CONTROLS
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As we said we would talk about, one of the very odd figures we caught
examining Stem's financials is how little cash they had on hand prior to the

SPAC. The company was virtually months away from running completely
out of cash. Pre merger, Stem reported $6.9M in cash on its books before

they get flooded with over $500M from the SPAC. 
 

Given where cash flow burn is (more below), we find this extremely odd
how management would allow funds to fall this low before the seeking

capital. To be 100% honest, Stem's financials prior to this SPAC are
borderline atrocious. The company had $190M in current liabilities against
$49M in current assets and negative stockholders equity (total assets - total

liabilities) of -$397M. 
 

Post merger, the company is using the cash to pay down the $33.6M in
notes due this year. The $95M in warrant liabilities are also getting wiped
out. All said and done, the company will have net cash of $525M vs. net

debt of well over $100M pre merger.
 

Put simply, we are happy that they now have the necessary capital to grow
but this is one of the reasons why Stem will not be a top 10 holding in the
CUBEFolio. We need to make sure Stem is properly running the business
and does not find themselves in the same predicament as they did pre

SPAC. 
 

One other flag we caught in their 500 page SEC filing is a material weakness
in how they book certain transactions. Below is a copy and paste from their

excerpt on it.
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 "Based on its assessment as of December 31, 2020, management has identified
material weaknesses in its internal controls over financial reporting that we are

currently working to remediate, which relate to (i) ineffective internal controls over
accounting for complex and significant transactions, (ii) accounting for energy storage

systems, deferred cost of goods sold and inventory, (iii) ineffective internal controls over
review of the Company’s consolidated financial statements and related disclosures, (iv) a

lack of formality in our internal control activities, especially related to management
review-type controls, (v) ineffective internal controls over the review of certain revenue
recognition calculations, and (vi) ineffective internal controls over the review of internal-

use capitalized software calculations. With respect to accounting for complex and
significant transactions, deficiencies exist in our process for ensuring the completeness
of information utilized in various technical accounting analyses and in certain instances,
the proper application of the relevant accounting literature, including the determination

of the appropriate valuation methodology. 
 

These deficiencies could result in material adjustments for certain transactions,
including interest capitalization and accounting for convertible notes, and accounting
and valuation of embedded derivatives and warrant liabilities. With respect to energy
storage systems, inventory and deferred cost of goods sold, we did not properly track
inflows and outflows, including the valuation of energy storage systems, due in part to

the systems that the Company used to track and value energy storage systems and
inventory. With respect to a lack of formality in our control activities, we did not
sufficiently establish formal policies and procedures to design effective controls,

establish responsibilities to execute these policies and procedures and hold individuals
accountable for performance of these responsibilities, including over review over

revenue recognition and internal-use capitalized software calculations. We had multiple
control deficiencies aggregating to a material weakness over ineffective control

activities.
 

 Our management has concluded that these material weaknesses in our internal
control over financial reporting are due to the fact that, at the time, we were a private

company with limited resources and did not have the necessary business processes and
related internal controls formally designed and implemented coupled with the

appropriate resources with the appropriate level of experience and technical expertise
to oversee our business processes and controls.

 Our management is in the process of developing a remediation plan. The material
weaknesses will be considered remediated when management designs and implements

effective controls that operate for a sufficient period of time and management has
concluded, through testing, that these controls are effective. Our management will

monitor the effectiveness of our remediation plans and will make changes"
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This is not the end of the world, please keep this mind. It is just something
that can pop up in the future similar to PLUG having to work on their

financials. 
 

In typical CUBE fashion, we did a deeper dive. Since 2015, an average of
39% of companies going public have disclosed at least one material
weakness (MW) before going public (IPOs, not SPACs). Furthermore,

disclosure of MWs has increased significantly in the last few years with 44%
of companies disclosing a MW in 2019 and 45% in 2018, up from 31% in

2017, and 50% of companies disclosing an MW in the first half of 2020. The
frequency with which pre-IPO companies are disclosing MWs indicates

there is some market expectation that companies have an understanding
of their internal controls prior to their IPO. CUBE personally believes much

of this is due to how complex GAAP reporting can be and how it can change
from time to time, especially for companies that record "bookings" the way

Stem does.
 

Once again, this does not mean something is wrong as the company will
hopefully put the proper controls in place to ensure this isn't a problem
going forward. What it does is open them up for any kind of hit piece or

negative press. 
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Total revenue grew from $17.6M for the year ended December 31, 2019 to
$36.3M for the year ended December 31, 2020, growth of 94% Y/Y. For the

years ended December 31, 2020 and 2019, they incurred net losses of
$156.1M and $59.4M, respectively. 

 
Below are Stem's financial projections:

The company believes they will grow revenues 348% in 2021 to $147M,
followed by growth of 115% in 2022 to $315M, 67% growth in 2023 to $526M,

42% growth in 2024 to $748M, 26% in 2025 to $944M, and 24% growth in 2026
to $1.17B.

 
The company forecasts gross margins growing from 16% in 2021 to 41% in
2026 as Athena software revenues make up a larger portion of revenues.

 
By 2026, the company believes they can achieve 32.6% free cash flow margins.

We find this to be a bit optimistic and make the adjustment for it in our
models.
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 During the year ended December 31, 2020, net cash used in operating
activities was $33.7M, primarily resulting from our operating loss of $156.1M,
adjusted for non-cash charges of $118.8M and net cash flows of $2.7M from

changes in operating assets and liabilities. 
 

 During the year ended December 31, 2020, net cash used for investing
activities was $12.0M, consisting of $6.2M in purchase of energy storage

systems and $5.8M in capital expenditures on internally developed software.
 

 During the year ended December 31, 2020, net cash provided by financing
activities was $40.3M, primarily resulting from net proceeds from issuance of

convertible notes of $33.1M, proceeds from issuance of notes payable of
$23.5M, proceeds from financing obligations of $16.2M and proceeds from

exercise of stock options and warrants of $400K, partially offset by repayment
of our notes payable of $22.2M and repayment of financing obligations of

$10.7M.
 

If we look at the the cash flow burn of $45M in 2020 and $75M in 2019 and
assume the company continues this pace, they will have enough cash on
hand after the merger to avoid any need of dilution or debt raises. This is

even more so the case if the company hits its free cash flow targets of
practically free cash flow breakeven in 2022 and positive free cash flow in

2023 to the tune of $70M.
 

We think it's safe to say Stem will not need to tap any outside capital for at
least the next 12-18 months unless they decide to partake in M&A.
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We are going to compare Stem (STPK) to Tesla (TSLA), Enphase (ENPH),
SolarEdge (SEDG), FirstSolar (FSLR), Sunpower (SPWR), and Eose Energy

(EOSE).
 

Below is enterprise value to sales on a next twelve months basis. Stem
is currently at the top trading at roughly 20x 2021 sales.
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STEM
FUNDAMENTALS

Below are the company's expected revenue growth rates in 2021 with an
exception for EOSE. We are using EOSE' 2022 revenue growth rate as their

1900% growth rate is off too small of a revenue base of $2.5M in 2020.



STEM
DCF MODEL

Discount Rate: 10.07% +/- 0.50%
Beta: 1.40
30 YR Treasury (Risk Free Rate): 2.37%
Market Risk Premium: 5.50%

Perpetual Growth Rate: 6.00% +/- 0.50% (driven by massive shift in energy demand
over next 30 years). We follow management's revenue expectations thru 2026 and
then call for a slow down in revenue growth to remain conservative.
Management Projections for free cash flow

2021: -$49M, 2022: -$7M, 2023: $70M, 2024: $162M, 2025: $253M, 2026: $381M 
CUBE Projections for free cash flow

2021: -$51.7M, 2022: -$16M, 2023: $26.5M, 2024: $113M, 2025: $237M, 2026:
$324M 
We believe Stem is being a tad optimistic in their free cash flow forecasts and
think that the company is going to need to spend more on capex than stated to
meet demand
Ramp in free cash flow to max 30% margins by 2027 comes from Athena AI
margins making up larger percentage of revenues. As years pass, STEM
becomes more of a software play than it does a utility play

Shares Outstanding: 135M
Model still predicts significant upside even with downside free cash flow forecasts
vs. management expectations and slow down in growth post 2027.

Base case: $45.19 (+76%)
Bull Case: $60.80 (+136%)
Bear Case: $35.17 (+39%)

Attached in the email, as well as in the Vault, you will see the discounted cash flow
model. Here are the following variables used:

 

Model predicts:

https://mcusercontent.com/2b67f5da7b9614cd24fe511b6/files/ddb6da7a-f992-4ad5-9633-43b7a630b07d/NIO_DCF.xlsx
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TECH ANALYSIS 

SUMMARY

Looking at the charts, Stem is looking
primed for a bounce.

The stock is now hovering at its 100
day moving average of $24.73 and
pivot point of $24.16.

We believe the stock will hold this level
and ultimately make its way back to the
low $30s as RSI and W%R are nearing
oversold levels.

We believe the sell off here in Stem is
just about near its end as the stock was
just $51.49 on February 17th, meaning
it has dropped 50% from highs in a
matter of weeks.



BULLISH OR

BEARISH?

VS.

MORE BULLISH
(POSITIVE)

MORE BEARISH
(NEGATIVE)



Overall, CUBE is very bullish on Stem. We believe the company is

at the forefront of an industry that is going to experience

exponential growth for the next few decades and the company is

well situated to capitalize on it. 

 

There are dozens of tailwinds setting up Stem for great success

but what this ultimately comes down to is the company

executing to perfection because competition is growing and

growing fast. 

 

We were close to giving the company a full 5/5 CUBE rating but

the low cash on hand before the merger, competitors, and, to a

lesser extent, the material weakness risk makes us place the

company at 4/5 rating.

 

At the time of this publication, CUBE has established a position

in Stem. For the near future it will remain an even-weighed

position and will only grow to overweight if we see management

hit their targets and run the company responsibly.

STEM
CONCLUSION



NOTHING IN THIS DOCUMENT, OR ANY DOCUMENTS FOR THAT
MATTER, SHOULD BE USED OR CONSTRUED AS AN OFFER TO SELL, A

SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY, OR A RECOMMENDATION FOR ANY
SECURITY. NOR IS IT INTENDED AS INVESTMENT, TAX, FINANCIAL OR

LEGAL ADVICE. INVESTORS SHOULD SEEK SUCH PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
FOR THEIR PARTICULAR SITUATION. CUBE DOES NOT MAKE ANY

GUARANTEE OR OTHER PROMISE AS TO ANY RESULTS THAT MAY BE
OBTAINED FROM USING OUR CONTENT. NO ONE SHOULD MAKE ANY

INVESTMENT DECISION WITHOUT FIRST CONSULTING HIS OR HER OWN
FINANCIAL ADVISOR AND CONDUCTING HIS OR HER OWN RESEARCH
AND DUE DILIGENCE. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW,

CUBE DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL LIABILITY IN THE EVENT ANY
INFORMATION, COMMENTARY, ANALYSIS, OPINIONS, ADVICE AND/OR

RECOMMENDATIONS PROVE TO BE INACCURATE, INCOMPLETE OR
UNRELIABLE, OR RESULT IN ANY INVESTMENT OR OTHER LOSSES.

CONTENT CONTAINED ON OR MADE AVAILABLE IS NOT INTENDED TO
AND DOES NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL ADVICE OR INVESTMENT ADVICE
AND NO ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP IS FORMED. YOUR USE OF

THE INFORMATION IS AT YOUR OWN RISK. THIS CONTENT IS
CONFIDENTIAL AND MUST NOT BE DISTRIBUTED

DISCLAIMER


